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Changing Problem Thoughts (1)
Thoughts affect
how you feel.
If you think
negatively, you
feel bad.
Feeling bad makes
it harder to
stay clean.
You can feel better
(and strengthen
your recovery) by
changing problem
thoughts into
healthy thoughts.

1. It’s a Saturday night. You’ve been sober for a week. All your friends are out partying. You’re alone at home
and, for the first time in years, you have no plans. And voila, you have a problem thought: “I can’t have fun
unless I drink.” Luckily you recognize that as a problem thought and decide to change it.
Go through the following options, cross out the problem thoughts, and circle the healthy ones.
a. I feel that way now, but I know things will get
better.
c. I know people who enjoy being sober. That
means I can too.
e. Recovery is boring.
g. There are things I enjoy doing sober, like riding
my motorcycle and studying karate.
i.

I’d like to take up bungie jumping. Yeah.

b. Alcohol brings out my fun side. I’m awkward
without it.
d. I need alcohol to feel inspired.
f.

Sitting and thinking ain’t helping. I can go to my
friend’s no-alcohol party and try to have fun.

h. I’ll never find anything to replace drinking.
j.

I can read this recovery booklet, which is very
satisfying and great fun!

See page 10 for the answers.
How can you tell if a thought is a problem? If it makes you feel bad or want to use, then it’s a problem.
(Continues on page 2)
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That’s all,
folks!

See you next time, next booklet…

